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Introduction

For centuries, the Irish have been stereotyped as uncivilised, drunk, ignorant, crafty and superstitious.¹ These stereotypes first emerged in the sixteenth century following the colonisation of Ireland by mostly Protestant settlers from Great Britain.² However, they grew rapidly from the late eighteenth century onwards as a result of increased political tensions across the island and mass emigration following the Great Famine (1845-1849), which led the popular press to produce crude caricatures of the Irish rooted in prejudice that spread to the mass reading public across Great Britain, the USA and Australia.³ After a period of relatively stable Anglo-Irish relations in the interwar years (1918-1939), anti-Irish sentiment became pervasive once again following the breakout of The Troubles in the late 1960s.⁴

This anti-Irish sentiment spilled over into popular culture, where xenophobic cartoons and comedic sketches that harked back to the Victorian age were revived and became a regular feature of daily life throughout the 1970s and 1980s, thereby reinforcing stereotypes and socially acceptable attitudes about the Irish.⁵ These attitudes were also embraced by the international music press, who frequently framed Irish musicians in relation to typical Irish stereotypes or disparagingly overemphasised their nationality.⁶ While many of these references sought to be

comical rather than overtly malicious, they wrapped prejudice in a ‘cloak of fun and frivolity’, which made it seem harmless and trivial. However, such disparagement humour could, in fact, foster discrimination against targeted groups by moulding (negative) public opinion of what it meant to be Irish, which was particularly concerning at a time when Anglo-Irish tensions were already high.

This paper seeks to explore the presence of Irish stereotyping in the international music press using a case study of the Irish blues rock musician Rory Gallagher (1948-1995). Born in Donegal and raised in Cork, Gallagher was part of the power trio Taste and went on to have huge solo success over a career spanning three decades. The study uses a dataset of 600 articles about Gallagher published between 1968 and 1998 (the start and end of The Troubles) and gathered from three sources: the Rory Gallagher fan websites RoryOn!! and Rewriting Rory, and the British Newspaper Archive. It draws upon a combination of corpus and thematic analysis to identify frequently occurring Irish stereotypes and how they were used to describe Gallagher, embedding arguments in postcolonial theory, particularly the work of Homi K. Bhabha. Specifically, the analysis explores the different (often mutually incompatible) stereotypical roles into which Gallagher was unwillingly cast by the music press who drew heavily on his Irish nationality. This stereotyping took attention away from his music and, in doing so, downplayed his important contribution to the world of blues and rock.

While numerous studies exist on the way that Irish people have been historically stereotyped or discriminated against, either in the popular press or in Anglo society, to date, there has been a dearth of research on the music press and how ideas about what it means to be Irish are constructed. Exploring this context is important because it demonstrates how a sustained focus on nationality offers a reductionist meaning of Irishness, classifying every aspect of a musician’s identity as an innate part of being Irish and, therefore, glossing over other factors. When such references are viewed both collectively and longitudinally, it becomes apparent how what might be deemed as ‘throwaway remarks’ or ‘harmless banter’ can, in fact, be destructive
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and perpetuate long-held stereotypes that have their roots in colonial discourse. The study, thus, will build upon the existing body of work on Irish stereotypes and prejudices by contributing new findings on the music press and how it plays a pivotal role in shaping audiences’ understandings of musicians, particularly in relation to nationality. On a secondary level, it will also offer new information on Rory Gallagher – a musician who has thus far been overlooked in academic research\(^{11}\) – and go some way to recovering his musical integrity and safeguarding his legacy.

In what follows, I outline the five most frequently occurring themes to emerge from my analysis (the Irish as violent troublemakers; the Irish as heavy drinkers; the ‘Irish’ way of talking, the Irish as ‘dumb Paddys’; Irish folklore and traditional ways of life) and demonstrate how the music press built on a long historical tradition of mocking the Irish to unfairly link these stereotypes to Gallagher. These stereotypes occurred throughout the entire period of The Troubles and across the entire international music press, but were particularly prominent in the 1970s and in British newspapers/magazines – a period when political violence was at its worse and Gallagher was at the height of his popularity. In all 600 articles consulted, Gallagher’s Irish identity is always mentioned and, in many cases, foregrounded, with a particular focus on traits he possesses that are considered to be distinctly Irish or manipulated for ‘humorous’ effect to fit with expectations of how an Irish person should be.

**Stereotypes, Ireland and the Music Press: A Postcolonial Perspective**

Before looking at the way in which Rory Gallagher was portrayed in the music press, it is important to understand the derivation and function of stereotypes more generally and how they work to (re)produce discourses of power, as well as their specific relevance to an Irish context. According to Hook,\(^{12}\) racial stereotypes are a ‘potent kind of reification’ that concretises racist notions into actual people, situations and experiences in order to establish a ‘truth’. These stereotypes are heavily bound to colonial discourse and operate by construing the colonised – i.e., the Other – as ‘less human, less civilised, as child or savage, wild man, animal, or headless mass’\(^{13}\) in order to justify conquest. Essential to this ideological construction of otherness is the concept of ‘fixity’\(^{14}\) which can be defined as a sign of cultural, historical and racial difference. However, fixity is paradoxical because it exaggerates the differences of the Other, yet formulates a category of sameness to make them stable and rigid.\(^{15}\)

The stereotype is a discursive articulation of fixity, constantly moving between what is already ‘in place’ and what must be ‘anxiously repeated’ at both the level of discourse and
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identity. This duality creates an ambivalence, which gives the stereotype currency and ensures its iterability across time and contexts, but also recognises its ability to disrupt the authority of ‘fixed’ meanings. While stereotypes inform ‘strategies of individuation and marginalisation’, they are an untrue depiction of what is real and are always ‘in excess of what can be empirically proved or logically construed’. Building upon the work of Frantz Fanon, Homi K. Bhabha establishes a psychoanalytic view of stereotypes, linking them to Freud’s concept of ‘fetishism’, which here serves as a balancing act between what colonisers fear and desire. In other words, fetishism creates a sense of order and control by holding a given belief structure in place, thus normalising difference and concentrating it within a circumscribed set of identity attributes.

Given Ireland’s turbulent geopolitical history, this type of postcolonial view, which ‘widens, instead of narrows, the interpretative perspective’ is well suited for the study of stereotypes. However, the relevance of postcolonialism to Irish Studies has been strongly debated since the early 1980s. For some, issues lie in the matter of whether Ireland can really be considered a colony, given its geographical location and predominantly white population, which challenges some of the constitutive categories of colonial discourse. For others, postcolonialism risks giving ‘intellectual succour’ to the Provisional IRA or emphasises negative aspects of Ireland’s relationship with the United Kingdom, despite the fact that Irish nationalists rarely conceived their historical experience in colonial terms and many Irish people were, in fact, ‘enthusiastic co-partners and beneficiaries’ in the British Empire. McClintock, on the other hand, sees the ‘post’ aspect of the term as problematic because it implies a form of historical closure when there is an absence of ending and an inability to return to a ‘clean’, pre-colonial identity in the case of Northern Ireland. Despite these concerns, postcolonial perspectives on Ireland have continued to develop over the last few decades and are generally considered to offer a better understanding of how Irish social and cultural development was (and to some extent, still is) mediated by colonial capitalism. This is particularly the case when it comes to stereotypes, which are deeply embedded in Ireland’s contested past and rely on ‘prejudice, anticipation and systematisation of human behaviour’ to categorise and judge other people.
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According to Smyth, Irish stereotypes ‘circulate freely’ in society and emerge whenever the ‘slightest exposure to Irish cultural activity’ takes place. This is highly apparent in the context of music where, as Mclaughlin and McLoone note, the Irish are generally seen by the British press as ‘too alike for difference to matter’, except when it comes to oversimplistic stereotypes. Thus, Irish musicians are thrust into a ‘liminal zone’, where their difference is often overlooked (e.g. described as ‘English’ or ‘British’ rather than ‘Irish’) or they are confined to narrow definitions of Irishness (e.g. centred around talking, drinking and fighting). Not only are the Irish viewed as an inherently musical ‘race’, but they are also frequently split into what Smyth terms the ‘Paddy Sad/Paddy Mad’ dichotomy. Although a dichotomy, the two characterisations often strangely coexist, which fits with Bhabha’s notion that chains of stereotypes tend to be a ‘polymorphous and perverse [...] articulation of multiple beliefs’.

The ‘Paddy Sad’ stereotype taps into Ireland’s long history of dispossession and defeat; under this declensionist narrative, the character is ‘late’ or about to be ‘rendered obsolete’, which results in feelings of melancholy or nostalgia. In contrast, the ‘Paddy Mad’ stereotype connotes pleasure and excess as a response to the disappointments of everyday reality; ‘implied subservience’ has led this character to ‘give up on reality’ and ‘embrace the oblivion’ which has preselected him/her. Smyth traces the origins of the dichotomy to the medieval Irish text *Cath Maige Tuired*, which makes reference to two types of music: *genntraigi* (joyful music) and *golltraigi* (sorrowful music). However, he argues that it was twentieth-century composer Séan Ó Riada who made Paddy Mad and Paddy Sad ‘respectable and recognisable figures within the Irish cultural landscape’ by giving Irishness ‘a sound’ whose limited registers captured the Irish emotional response to the world. Ó Riada’s impact has since moved into the realm of Irish popular music, with bands like Horslips and The Pogues subscribing to modern articulations of the ‘Paddy Sad/Paddy Mad’ dichotomy. According to Smyth, The Pogues represent a ‘limit case’ in the way that their music juxtaposes aggression and alcohol-fuelled violence with a darkly, melancholic perspective of failure, excess and loss. However, in other cases, it is the (largely Anglo) music press itself who are responsible for framing Irish musicians in this way, as we will see in the analysis on Rory Gallagher below.
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The Irish as Violent Troublemakers

One of the most widely circulated Irish stereotypes relates to violence, which draws on a deeply entrenched history dating back to the seventeenth century. This image emerged from British propaganda following key events in Irish political history, such as the Plantation of Ulster and the Cromwellian conquest of Ireland, and was cemented over the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries as revolutionary groups were established as part of Ireland’s struggle to become an independent republic. As the island of Ireland grew increasingly turbulent during the Irish War of Independence (1919-1921) and the subsequent Irish Civil War (1922-1923), followed in the late 1960s by The Troubles, the entire population became framed as ‘dangerous’ and ‘suspicious’. This discrimination often cascaded into the music press, where Irish musicians were referenced in relation to revolutionary violence and crime. Although these references were typically made in a covert, tongue-in-cheek manner, they were obvious enough for readers to make connections and, therefore, contributed to overall negative discourse around being Irish.

Live rock performances are frequently described with war metaphors to emphasise their aggression and power. However, an examination of articles about Irish rock performances, particularly in the period of The Troubles, reveals a noticeable trend in localising this through the inclusion of nationality, which can be seen as playing up to the ‘Paddy Mad’ stereotype. In the case of Rory Gallagher, for example, articles mention his ‘Irish Rory attack’, describe him as playing ‘rebel songs’ and being part of a ‘gang of Irish street-fighters’, and frame his music as being full of ‘gunpowder’. All of the above references draw on different aspects of Irish political turbulence and rebellion, whether in the context of Fenianism, The Troubles, organised crime syndicates (the Irish Mob) or even the Gunpowder Plot of 1605, which was led by a group of Catholics. This, in turn, invokes a stereotypical image of Gallagher as an agitated ‘Paddy Mad’ figure, loosely tying him to different forms of ‘desperate’ extremism due to a disillusionment with everyday life. The deliberate inclusion of ‘Irish’ or references to ‘rebels’ at a time when Ireland

40 The Rock’s Backpages archive (https://www.rocksbackpages.com) has been consulted to gain a general overview of how other Irish musicians have been historically portrayed in the music press.
41 Smyth.
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was constantly in the news for its ethno-nationalist conflict manipulates the dual movement of the stereotype between ‘fixity’ and ‘repeatability’, thereby perpetuating the ‘truth’ about the Irish as violent, yet seeking to make light of the situation through attempts at humour.

Gallagher himself was often dragged into debates about The Troubles in interviews, but refused to comment beyond stating that he would never write political lyrics, even though he had ‘strong emotional opinions’ about Ireland. He was also one of the few musicians who continued to play Belfast throughout The Troubles, arguing that young people in the north should not be deprived of hearing live music. According to Gallagher’s brother Dónal, Gallagher was not afraid to perform in Belfast because his concerts attracted both unionists and nationalists. However, the music press often simplified this decision and, by the same token, the conflict by stating that ‘being a good old Irish lad’, Gallagher did not see the dangers of playing in a ‘strike ridden violence torn country’. Such value-laden language not only suggests that violence is so much a part of everyday life in Ireland that Gallagher is desensitised or somewhat naive, but also hints at where his sympathies might lie for refusing to ignore the north. As Bhabha notes, chains of stereotypes are often ‘curiously mixed and split’, with the separation between before and after being dramatised; we see this here where Gallagher is depicted as an ‘innocent’ person (before) who has become caught up in and accustomed to the violence that now afflicts Ireland (after).

A more intentionally discriminative article comes from the Australian press, where Gallagher’s concert at the Palais Theatre in Melbourne is described as having ‘more force than an IRA bomb’. The article also uses a series of militaristic puns to support this claim: ‘left [the audience] numb’, ‘brutal’, ‘ferocious rumbling’, ‘reeling if not battered’, ‘fiery’, ‘mercilessly thrashed’. Armstrong describes 1970s Australia as a place full of ‘anti-Irish racism’, which he attributes to the strong opposition to Catholicism and the influence of British imperialism. Here, these descriptors seem to have been deliberately chosen by the journalist to feed into this rhetoric, tapping into the well-worn ‘Paddy Mad’ stereotype accordingly. The day after the article was published, Gallagher, in fact, was subject to anti-Irish sentiment when he was ejected by management from the Wrest Point Casino in Hobart who taunted him and called him an
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‘obnoxious little bastard’,\textsuperscript{54} despite being well known in the music industry for his gentle demeanour. Although there is no cause and effect between the article and the event, it, nonetheless, highlights the dangers of ‘banter’ and how the free circulation of stereotypes can lead those in positions of power (in this case, the casino management) to exercise certain phantasmatic control over the world. By turning Gallagher into a metonym for ‘violence’ based simply on his Irish accent, they seek to ensure the stereotype’s ‘efficacy’.\textsuperscript{55}

While the article is deliberately playful in nature, as van Leeuwen\textsuperscript{56} notes, these types of texts are powerful because their ideological meanings are hidden behind the façade that they are ‘just a bit of fun’. They, therefore, have a more subtle persuasive power in shaping public views on what it means to be Irish, creating a complex ‘identity’ that stems both from the recognition/mastery of difference and its disavowal/defence.\textsuperscript{57} Gallagher had first-hand experience of The Troubles, having lived in Belfast in the late 1960s and spent the first eight years of his life in Derry (his father’s hometown); some of his Derry schoolfriends, in fact, ended up in internments following the British Army’s Operation Demetrius.\textsuperscript{58} Therefore, what might be seen as throwaway remarks by journalists could actually have broader implications for the Irish musicians they involved. Not only do they trivialise the Northern Irish conflict and downplay its emotional impact on Irish people, such as Gallagher, but they even risk associating him with something of which he was not part, evoking animosity towards him.

In other cases, Irish journalists themselves deliberately draw upon the age-old stereotype of the Irish being violent for humorous effect. This mimicry serves as a performance that exposes the artificiality of the stereotype as a symbolic expression of power and aims to recuperate a position of strength.\textsuperscript{59} This is most apparent in an article by Northern Irish journalist Harry Doherty, headlined ‘Irish fugitive is caught’,\textsuperscript{60} which draws on the type of headlines that were extremely common in British newspapers throughout the 1970s as many paramilitaries fled and often made their way across the Atlantic. Doherty deliberately parodies the discourse surrounding The Troubles, as apparent in the main body of text, which suggests that Gallagher is fleeing, has been caught by the police and is now under interrogation:

Caught at last! After a three-week manhunt, the victim is in a corner, trapped, he must squeal. The victim is Irishman, Rory Gallagher, a reputable guitarist, and the information wanted: up-to-date report on his mission in the United States of America and other matters pertaining to his band. Gallagher won’t get away this time. ‘Keep your eyes on him’, they told me. ‘He’s a crafty


\textsuperscript{55} Bhabha, 81.
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\textsuperscript{59} Bhabha, Chapter 4.

They were right. Even as we are introduced, his eyes scan the surroundings, constantly searching out an escape route, but there are none.

The description of Gallagher as ‘crafty’ with his eyes ‘constantly searching out an escape route’ plays upon the long-standing stereotype of the Irish as shifty tricksters, while a later statement that he ‘spends 90 per cent of his time running from continent to continent, from country to country, city to city’ frames his tours in a sinister manner as if he were on the run. The article concludes by asserting that ‘Gallagher took his chance’ when the journalist looked down at his notepad, and ‘was away like a shot’.

There is a well-established tradition of marginalised groups using humour as a coping mechanism to deal with hardship and threats, which worked as a survival strategy and alleviates pent-up pressures. Here, Doherty clearly draws upon this tradition, pastiching a familiar format in the British press to subtly critique the stereotypical view that all Irish people were terrorists. Gallagher himself also occasionally adopted similar strategies in interviews: when asked in 1972, for example, what ‘a lad from Ireland’ was doing in the USA, he jokingly replied that he was there ‘to collect bombs for the cause’. By performing an expected stereotype, Gallagher offers an ‘ironic compromise’ to the dominant view of the Irish at the time, showcasing just how hollow such ‘codes’ of Irishness are. Speaking more honestly in a 1979 interview, Gallagher stated that he gets the ‘odd quip’ in England because of his nationality, while following the Harrods bombing by the IRA in 1983, he and his brother Dónal both expressed concern that they might be issued with ID cards. These snapshots indicate the harsh realities that Irish people living in Britain faced, or in Fanon’s terms, the ‘dramas’ enacted every day in postcolonial societies.

### The Irish as Heavy Drinkers

Just as with the association between being Irish and being violent, there is a long-standing belief that Irish people are prone to excessive drinking. Again, this stereotype of the ‘Irish drunkard’ materialised in the sixteenth century, propagated by the British as ‘justification’ for their attempted colonisation of what they deemed to be an ‘uncivilised’ nation. This stereotype developed further following the Act of Union in 1800 and was spread through the popular press, with caricatures of Irish people as drunkards commonly used to ridicule Ireland and emphasise that the country was not capable of running itself. While drink was often used by male rural labourers to survive the harsh conditions of winter or even to relieve sexual tension as many led
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celibate lives, Ireland had consistently moderate per capita alcohol consumption figures throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Nonetheless, the hard-drinking stereotype was consolidated in the public imagination and reinforced following the Great Famine and mass emigration to North America. Fearful of these largely Catholic new arrivals and the threat that they posed to the job market, members of America’s growing Protestantism movement produced posters and propaganda leaflets depicting the Irish as lawless, lazy and drunk. Similar patterns of overt anti-Irish sentiment can also be observed in Britain well up until the 1990s. Even today, the stereotype persists, with television shows and films often depicting the Irish as heavy drinkers—an image furthered by the internationalisation of St Patrick’s Day and its surrounding drinking culture.

While alcohol is often associated with the stereotypical rock & roll lifestyle, there is a disconcerting historical trend of the music press particularly emphasising or playing up alcohol consumption in the context of Irish musicians, typically in a sarcastic manner. Just as with the ‘Irish as violent troublemakers’ stereotype, this framing links to the ‘Paddy Mad’ figure, articulating alcohol as a localised form of ‘Bacchanalian’ excess and carnivalesque festivity.

Historical articles on Thin Lizzy, Horslips, Boomtown Rats and The Pogues frequently make reference to not just drinking, but the Irish penchant for drinking, commenting on Guinness and whiskey in particular. Rory Gallagher – the topic of this paper – was no exception to this rule, with headlines such as ‘Gunpowder, Guinness and Guitars’ or claims that all he requires is his Fender Stratocaster and ‘a few pints of Guinness’ to get ‘in the mood’ to perform. Such examples firmly embed alcohol into the context of being an Irish musician, rather ludicrously equating Gallagher’s ability to play guitar with his capacity to drink Guinness. Again, this stereotype operates by exaggerating the differences of the ‘Other’, yet formulating a category of sameness to make them stable or ‘reliably knowable’.

Not only do these connections play upon deeply entrenched Irish stereotypes, but, in the case of Gallagher, they are factually inaccurate: he rarely drank alcohol before or during a concert because he wanted to remain fully focused on performing.

When reporting on the backstage setting, journalists tend to mention the drinks on offer, giving special attention to the presence of Guinness or Jameson’s Whiskey. ‘What are the first
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things you expect to notice...?’ asks Jerry Gilbert of *Sounds*, before answering ‘a few bottles of Guinness, for sure’ and ‘a drop ‘o the hard stuff’. Most articles fail to mention the fact that there were also bottles of Coca Cola and ham sandwiches backstage, that the Rory Gallagher Band’s rider was extremely modest compared to other bands, and that most of the food and drink was handed out to journalists, fans and crew members, not consumed by Gallagher and his band.

By choosing to overemphasise the presence of alcohol and specifically *Irish* alcohol, the music press fed into the stereotype of the Irish as hard drinking. This stands as a clear example of how images of differences can be used to articulate both phobias and fetishes, which opens ‘the royal road to colonial fantasy’. In other words, the presence of alcohol offered a ‘fixed’ meaning of Irishness for journalists to latch onto, serving as a shortcut to stabilise their understanding and reiterate the ‘hard-drinking’ stereotype.

In a similar vein, whenever Gallagher is interviewed, articles tend to adopt a sarcastic tone to highlight his drink of choice (‘he was, you guessed it, supping Guinness’) or state that the interview took place ‘over the traditional past-time of the Irish... drinking’. The fact that Gallagher drinks several beers in one interview is put down to the fact that ‘he isn’t an Irishman for nothing’, unfairly framing alcohol consumption as an instinctive part of being Irish. In other cases, Gallagher is portrayed as having a superior knowledge of alcohol simply because of his nationality. When meeting journalist Mike Flood Page in his local pub, for example, Gallagher’s comment that they ‘do a superb pint of Guinness’ is met with the response ‘Trust an Irishman’, implying somewhat caustically that Gallagher should recognise good alcohol simply because he is Irish. In these examples, by living up to a stereotype, Gallagher rearticulates his presence in terms of its ‘otherness’, unconsciously turning himself into a metonym, which weakens his position and serves as an ‘effective strategy for colonial power’.

Again, these cavalier comments serve to bolster the ‘Irish as heavy drinker’ myth, while also playing down the fact that most interviews with rockstars, regardless of nationality, took place in pubs, hotels or backstage – settings conducive to alcohol consumption, particularly during rare moments of downtime between concerts.
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In other cases, journalists seem disappointed when they meet Gallagher backstage or in a pub and he does not live up to the stereotype expected of him both as a rockstar and an Irishman. Steve Clarke of New Musical Express notes how there were no drugs, groupies or wild parties backstage, but rather just a few people sat around drinking Guinness and talking about music. Equally, when Gallagher retires to his hotel room on his own at ‘a reasonably modest hour’ with ‘a good book and a crate of Guinness’, it goes against what is anticipated of him. As Gallagher’s actions do not correspond with the ‘desire’ of the stereotype, he threatens to disavow this particular construct of Irishness and show that alternative perspectives are possible. Equally unsettling for the press are the occasions when Gallagher is not consuming a typically Irish drink: ‘one is disappointed to find him not drinking Guinness stout; ‘we both drank Carlsberg, not a drop of Guinness in sight’; ‘it’s hard to believe that two Irishmen in Berlin wouldn’t try to find a bar somewhere that had a good pint of Guinness’. Surprise is also expressed when there are Irish people in Gallagher’s entourage who do not drink alcohol (e.g. ‘says Aikin, with his orange juice: an Irishman who doesn’t drink’) as if this is a rare sight to behold. These examples challenge ‘narcissistic’ authority (i.e., apparent completeness and unity of identity) and show that there is more than one way of being Irish.

Throughout the 1980s, Gallagher suffered declining physical and mental health, for which he was prescribed medication that led him to gain weight. Rumours abounded in the press that his changed appearance was related to alcohol consumption, although it, in fact, was caused predominantly by steroid treatment. In several press articles, Gallagher’s anxiety problem was unfairly linked to alcohol use and, by the same token, to being Irish. Hérve Picart of Best, for example, points out that, when Gallagher is interviewed, he is clearly ‘nervous’ and ‘edgy’ with ‘trembling’ hands, before going on to question whether this is due to the stresses of being on tour or ‘the amber and fruity liquid’ that the ‘Irishman’ is ‘confident[ly]’ ingesting. The decision to write ‘Irishman’ rather than ‘Gallagher’ and its collocation with the value-laden ‘confident’ hints that Picart is more inclined to believe the latter, despite not overtly stating this — an

86 Similar feelings of disappointment have also been noted across the music press in relation to Gallagher’s clothing and occasions when he was not wearing the check shirt (his typical attire) that was expected of him (cf. O’Hagan).
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uncomfortable pattern that reoccurs across the music press when writing about Irish musicians in the context of alcohol. In these particular depictions of Gallagher, we see a co-existence of the ‘Paddy Sad/Paddy Mad’ dichotomy: on the one hand, his mental health problems are reduced simply to a form of innate Irish melancholy, while on the other, his alcohol consumption is framed as a localised expression of ‘tragedy’ and ‘escapism’ – both again supposedly inherent Irish traits.\(^{97}\)

Gallagher’s long-term overreliance on prescription medication resulted in liver damage and, ultimately, a liver transplant, from which he never recovered.\(^ {98}\) Following his death on 14 June 1995, many obituaries and posthumous articles incorrectly attributed (and continue to attribute) this to alcohol abuse.\(^ {99}\) In such accounts, the myth of alcoholism and being Irish is perpetuated, François Ducray of *Rock and Folk*\(^ {100}\) describing Gallagher as ‘an Irishman... who was never far from a twist of gin in a jar of beer’ and Jan Akkerman telling *De Telegraaf*\(^ {101}\) that ‘an Irishman who doesn’t drink is crazy, but an Irishman who drinks too much also is’. Drawing upon the ‘Paddy Sad/Paddy Mad’ dichotomy, these articles not only make an underlying assumption about Gallagher’s cause of death based on the fact that he had a liver transplant, but also romantically and rather dangerously depict this as ‘written in the stars’ because of his Irish nationality. This subsequently feeds the ‘colonial fantasy’\(^ {102}\) around the Irish and alcohol, thereby ensuring ‘stability’ by ordering the world in accordance with the beliefs that this hackneyed view makes possible.

### The ‘Irish’ Way of Talking

While the stereotypes of the Irish as violent and fond of a drink come largely from historical British propaganda, the idea that the Irish possess the ‘gift of the gab’ has a distinctly Irish origin. According to legend, the Irish chieftain Cormac Laidir MacCarthy was involved in a lawsuit in the fifteenth century. MacCarthy pleaded with the goddess Clíodhna for help and she instructed him to kiss the first stone that he encountered on his way to court, which would give him the gift of eloquence. MacCarthy followed her advice and won his case, leading him to incorporate the ‘magical’ Blarney Stone into the parapet of his castle. Since then, the tale has been passed down through stories and poetry, securing its legend, and the Blarney Stone is now a lucrative tourist attraction in County Cork. The word ‘Blarney’, however, has acquired more negative associations,
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coming to mean talk which aims to charm but is often untrue. This definition emerged in the nineteenth century as increasing numbers of Irish people emigrated to Britain as a result of the Great Famine. While in typical colonial situations, the subjected were non-white and, therefore, experienced ‘epidermal racial schemas’¹⁰³ (i.e., bodily embodiments of racial oppression), the Irish did not generally lend themselves to visible racial divisions, meaning that they could blend into society. Thus, it was not until they spoke that their accents revealed them as Other, which then became latched onto to poke fun at them. For the British, Irish talk became framed as nonsensical or exaggerated, while the Irish accent was mocked for its distinctive sounds, thereby serving as a ‘badge of difference’ of inferiority.¹⁰⁴ Even today, Irish immigrants still experience similar remarks, which maintains the myth that the Irish are unintelligible or unable to speak properly.¹⁰⁵

In the music press, these two longstanding beliefs about Irish ways of talking (‘gift of the gab’/unintelligible) have historically been emphasised in articles about Irish musicians.¹⁰⁶ Subscribing to the view that the Irish accent is difficult to understand, accent is invariably mentioned in articles about Irish musicians and their speech is repeated in exaggerated phonetics (e.g. ‘fook’ for ‘fuck’; ‘tree’ for ‘three’), thus making them the butt of jokes. Heightened attention is also given to the speaker’s ability to charm and persuade, using language confidently and eloquently simply because of his/her nationality. Both strategies can clearly be identified in articles about Rory Gallagher.

Across articles, there is a continuous push-pull between different attitudes towards Gallagher’s accent. In some cases, journalists describe it as ‘impenetrable’,¹⁰⁷ ‘funny’,¹⁰⁸ ‘strong’,¹⁰⁹ ‘unmistakably Irish’,¹¹⁰ ‘thick’¹¹¹ or, in the case of his secretary, ‘as thick as a pint of Guinness.’¹¹² They often comment on how this ‘Lucky Charms accent’¹¹³ can make it difficult to communicate or understand what Gallagher is saying, particularly on the telephone. However, in
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other cases, Gallagher’s accent is seen as ‘hardly perceptible’, \(^{114}\) ‘soft’ and ‘charming’\(^{115}\) and, occasionally, praise is given to its strength because it is considered to be part of Gallagher’s ‘down-to-earth image’.\(^{116}\) The way that Gallagher’s accent is framed in two opposing ways at the same time (i.e., both unintelligible and intelligible) show up the major flaw of stereotyping, thus serving to destabilise its power.\(^{117}\)

While ‘accent’ seems to evoke a mixture of perceptions in the music press, ‘brogue’ is a far more loaded term and is almost exclusively used in a negative sense to single out the Irish accent as one that is not standard and is, therefore, to be treated as a joke or even with suspicion. As Heininge\(^{118}\) notes, Irish accents ‘provoke laughter’ because people have been historically cued to see them as humorous. ‘Thick’ is a repeated collocation with ‘brogue’, implying incoherence and incomprehensibility, but also tapping into perceived intelligence and the ‘dumb Paddy’ stereotype (see section below). When Gallagher’s brother Dónal speaks, for example, it is his ‘thick brogue’ that leads the journalist to mistake ‘Mickey Mouse’ for ‘Mickie Most’.\(^{119}\) Gallagher’s brogue is also regularly compared and associated with other famous Irish people (e.g. ‘has a soft Dave Allen brogue’\(^{120}\)), even if these people come from completely different geographical areas of the island and do not speak in the same way. By conglomerating all Irish accents monolithically, no recognition is given to the unique and multiple identities across the island, therefore indicating perceived group homogeneity and excluding certain voices – a potentially dangerous approach, particularly in the context of The Troubles.

Similar notions are at work in the supposedly phonetic transcriptions of the way that both Gallagher and his brother Dónal speak: ‘Do ye worry, keep drinkin’ and oi’ll have a car there for yer’\(^{121}\); ‘Oi have Rory for you now in New York’.\(^{122}\) The transcriptions are not truly reflective of the brothers’ speech (both having Cork accents), but rather play to stereotypical Irish features of speech that are more associated with Dublin, such as /ɔɪ/ in place of /aɪ/. Even in cases when ‘brogue’ appears to be neutral, it carries underlying stereotypes. There are claims, for example, that Gallagher’s brogue has been ‘softened’ or ‘tempered’ by years of travel, which makes him sound ‘articulate’\(^{123}\) or gives him the ‘gentility of a museum curator’.\(^{124}\) These contribute to the persisting notion that the Irish become ‘civilised’ by moving abroad and that a change in their
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accent can bring about an overall change in their behaviour. According to Barry, such portrayals are dangerous because they depict groups as driven by emotions determined by race rather than by personality, individuality or intentional decision-making.125

Conversely, whenever ‘lilt’ is used, it carries far more positive semantic prosody. ‘Soft’ and ‘charming’ are frequent collocates, with Gallagher’s lilt described as reducing words into ‘a quieter kind of music’126 or even having the ability to ‘charm the pants off any girl’.127 In one case, a photograph of Gallagher is captioned ‘Baby Face Irish Lilt’.128 Despite the phrase offering little linguistic sense, it works symbolically to emphasise Gallagher’s gentleness. However, it may also serve an infantilising function when viewed in conjunction with later statements in the article that describe Gallagher as looking like ‘a baby’ or ‘a little kid’ and singing ‘unintelligible’ lyrics that are ‘definitely not music for the intellect’. Here, we see how chains of stereotypes operate, the link between accent and perceived intelligence continually repeated so as to ensure a ‘successful signification’ of Irishness embedded in both fixity and phantasma.129

Tapping into the ‘gift of the gab’ stereotype, references to Gallagher’s eloquence are also a regular feature of the music press. However, again, these references are rather dubious. Articles state, for example, that Gallagher has a ‘quietly beguiling eloquence that seems exclusive to natives of Eire’130 or that he is ‘an eloquent Irishman [...] via his tongue and via his Fender Stratocaster’.131 Even his brother Dónal is described as possessing ‘that elegance common to the Irish’132 when he talks or that ‘being Irish’, he has to top everyone else with his anecdotes.133 Here, the ability to speak well is put forward as an instinctive aspect of Irishness. However, at the same time, this ability is also derided as ‘talking Blarney’ and not to be taken seriously.134 Again, there is a clear ambivalence between what is both feared and desired when it comes to Irishness: the eloquent talking (which evokes a certain fear) is also essential to structuring and stabilising this ‘fantasy’ world of racist ideology (what is desired). By Gallagher and his brother exemplifying
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the stereotype here, they enable a point of fixity that motivates a ‘buttoning down of otherness’.

**The Irish as ‘Dumb Paddys’**

Strongly linked to ‘Irish’ ways of speaking is the stereotype of the ‘dumb Paddy’, which Walter believes emerged largely from Anglo culture framing Irish dialects as ‘substandard English’ and, therefore, evidence of Irish people’s ‘stupidity’. According to Kiberd, however, the Irish were also complicit in their own stereotyping. He notes that the vast numbers of Irish immigrants who moved to England throughout the nineteenth century were fearful of being abused for ‘stealing’ jobs and, therefore, tended to act the buffoon to portray themselves as harmless and lovable characters, which fits with Bhabha’s concept of the ‘mimic man’. The ‘stage Irishman’, thus, became a regular feature of Victorian plays and novels, with characters such as Mackatawdry, Mackafarty, Phaelim O’Blunder and Bet Botheram O’Balderdash created to portray the Irish as clowns. Satirical magazines in Britain, the US and Australia were also widely responsible for spreading the ‘dumb Paddy’ stereotype to a mass reading public, frequently portraying the Irish as apes or peasants. These images also appeared later on in anti-Home Rule postcards to ‘justify’ why the Irish should not be left in charge of Ireland. Even today, the Irish are still frequently depicted as intellectually inferior in television and film, while stereotypes around their stupidity are preserved through the popular ‘An Englishman, an Irishman and a Scotsman’ joke cycle.

Although on a less overt level than the crude caricatures of Punch magazine, the music press has also been historically guilty of falling back on the ‘dumb Paddy’ stereotype when discussing Irish musicians. Cullen has found that if somebody from Ireland is successful, the music press is far more likely to overemphasise their nationality, thereby ‘essentialising certain groups by calling on a quintessential Irish identity’ when discussing them, while Campbell has noted that articles may even express bewilderment that such talent could come from a country like Ireland. Viewed from a postcolonial lens, such attitudes reflect the notion of the colonised as being of lesser rank and, therefore, any talent that they possess is met with scepticism, surprise or even fear because it can lead the dominated to move to a position of authority. In this case,
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the Irish excelling in the field of music is unsettling because it reveals the fragility of power hierarchies and shows how easily they can be reversed.145

We see examples of this in articles about Rory Gallagher, which often show disbelief that a guitarist of such calibre could be Irish (e.g. ‘that he was Irish was, at first, a little unbelievable’146) or question his ability to play the blues because of his nationality (e.g. ‘can an Irishman play the blues?’147). In English and American articles, these statements tend to be somewhat derogatory, suggesting bewilderment that Gallagher goes against what is typically expected of an Irishman. In Irish articles, on the other hand, these statements are said with evident pride. Given that Ireland was steeped in religious conservatism and poverty at the time that Gallagher burst onto the music scene, it is seen as astounding that he is so successful and paved the way for later Irish musicians. This is emphasised by Waters148 of the Irish Times, who describes the fact that an Irishman like Gallagher was an equal of Hendrix was an ‘exhilarating and radical notion’. Gallagher’s talent is empowering for Irish people as a whole, enabling them to challenge traditional stereotypes and claim a new identity defined on their own terms. While he still stands as a metonym, the metonym is now associated with positive aspects of musicianship and expertise, rather than negative aspects of low intelligence and cultural inferiority, thereby deconstructing the ‘dumb Paddy’ stereotype.149

Another potentially antagonistic point arises when Gallagher is framed in the English or American press as being the ‘Irish version’ of other guitar virtuosos: ‘the Irish [Johnny] Winter’,150 ‘the Irish Jimmy Page’,151 ‘Ireland’s Jimi Hendrix’.152 Although these comments are usually intended to be complimentary, they play into the myth of Irish inferiority and take away from the uniqueness of Gallagher’s own style. Indeed, Gallagher himself often challenged such backhanded compliments, pointing out what made him different in a bid to construct his own identity. Even today on YouTube, similar comments can be found (e.g. ‘the Irish Clapton’; ‘the Irish Blackmore’) and are often met with anger by Irish people,153 demonstrating how seemingly innocuous statements are connected in complex ways to a country’s history and can rapidly become inflammatory if not handled sensitively.
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Throughout his career, Gallagher suffered from huge self-doubt about his musical ability – something that progressively increased as his struggles with anxiety and depression worsened in the 1980s. In a 1995 article, Jip Golsteijn of *De Telegraaf* simplifies Gallagher’s evident mental health difficulties by stating that Gallagher believes he is a ‘simple Irish buffoon’. Just as we have seen with the alcohol examples, the emphasis on *Irish* here localises the descriptor, thereby tapping into the long history of the Irish as clowns and discounting the other more serious reasons for Gallagher’s troubling state of mind. The buffoon imagery also draws parallels with the ‘Paddy Sad/Paddy Mad’ figures, both framing Gallagher’s melancholy as an instinctive aspect of being Irish and suggesting its outlet in the form of eccentricity (i.e., ‘[he] is the type who screams before he has been hit [...] he sees an enemy behind every tree’). In other cases, this ‘buffoon’ image extends to incorporate Gallagher’s choice of clothing, his check shirt and jeans setting him up as an ‘Irish peasant’, ‘friendly farmer’ or ‘simple, sympathetic countryman’ – all familiar tropes of being Irish that promote an image of intellectual inferiority. In other cases, Gallagher is described as looking like ‘a paper boy’ or ‘an errand boy for a Polydor executive’ – jobs typically carried out by unqualified young people – to imply his simplicity. Gallagher was, in fact, ‘a very intelligent, well informed and well-read person’ who taught himself French and German and had a great interest in art, politics, cinema and literature. According to his brother Dónal, this was a side of which few people were aware because Gallagher did not like to talk about himself. Consequently, lacking this knowledge of Gallagher’s interests offstage, journalists fell back on casual stereotypes associated with his Irish identity and used his clothing to make assumptions on his presumed level of intelligence and musical ability.

Other articles play upon the long history of the Irish as the butt of jokes. Texts start with the typical set phrase ‘have you heard the one about...’ before completing it with a statement related to Gallagher. While, in many cases, the writers turn this potentially negative structure on its head by providing a positive conclusion (e.g. ‘... the Irishman who blew Montreux apart?’) to this familiar trope, subtle antagonisms can still be detected in their choice of words. The use
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of ‘Irishman’ and ‘blew...apart’, for example, links back to the ‘Irish as violent’ (Paddy Mad) stereotype previously mentioned, accentuated by the later statement of ‘catch him if you can’, while other phrases in the text like ‘if there’d be room to jig, they would have done it’ links humorously to the Irish dancing tradition. Thus, what may initially appear neutral statements are, in fact, negatively weighted when viewed in their broader context, showcasing how ‘many of the underlying assumptions of colonialism continue to operate and influence interaction between former colonising and colonised cultures’.

A more undisguised dig at Gallagher’s nationality comes in a 1976 interview for CREEM, where journalist Peter Laughner decides to deliver what he calls a ‘parting shot’ to Gallagher by telling him a joke about an ‘Irishman who got a pair of water skis for Christmas’ and ‘spent all the next year looking for a lake with a slope’.

According to Morris, such stereotypes carry weight because they lie in a combination of ‘validity and distortion’. In other words, while people might exist in Ireland who fit this ‘intellectually inferior’ assumption, they only represent a very small minority. Nonetheless, through fixity and repeatability, the stereotypes are given currency, producing a ‘truth’ that is hard to contest.

Some journalists are more sympathetic and suggest that the British press have generally underestimated ‘the range of [Gallagher’s] musical knowledge and prowess’, as well as his ‘intelligence’ because of his ‘Irish’ character. They single out Gallagher’s humility, modesty and reticence to self-promote – which he was well known for in the world of music – as distinctly ‘Irish’ traits, as well as his choice to dress casually, avoid any gimmicks and the traditional trappings of the rock & roll lifestyle. ‘[Gallagher] is still a typical Irish lad’ summarises Von Hermann Haring of Sounds, implying that he remains down-to-earth. Through these statements, Gallagher is turned into an ambassador for Ireland, a physical embodiment of the ‘best’ qualities of being Irish. While still stereotypical, these traits are seen as desirable by those in positions of power (e.g. journalists), encouraging a form of ‘reverse mimicry’.

Away from intelligence, the music press also often linked other aspects of Gallagher’s personality to stereotypical Irish traits. Gallagher was a devout Catholic who attended mass regularly – something which Oscar Bastante of Guitar Player expresses as ‘like a good Irishman, [he is] deeply religious’. The statement is delivered somewhat tongue-in-cheek, playing upon
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Ireland’s long association with Catholicism and implying, therefore, that it is no surprise that Gallagher would be this way. Equally, the stereotype of the Irish being hard-working and obstinate (myths that stem from their resilience to British rule) is tapped into, with Gallagher described as possessing ‘proverbial Irish doggedness’\textsuperscript{175} or always being ‘a stubborn boy...on his home turf’\textsuperscript{176} Just as we have seen in earlier examples, by living up to the ‘reality’ of these Irish stereotypes (being Catholic, hardworking and stubborn), Gallagher unconsciously adds weight to their ‘truth’ – a core factor in maintaining their momentum.\textsuperscript{177} Finally, the long-standing image of the Irish as oppressed is frequently put forward as the reason why Gallagher can play the blues so well. Here, the ‘Paddy Sad’ figure is in full operation in both serious (e.g. ‘Irish people have an affinity with the blues, the music of another oppressed people’\textsuperscript{178}) and humorous (e.g. ‘Get colonised for 700 years and see how you feel!’\textsuperscript{179}) ways. Comments on the official Rory Gallagher YouTube channel also extend this ‘Paddy Sad’ argument by linking the blues to Gallagher’s depression.\textsuperscript{180} Through these comments and, by the same token, the music press, Gallagher is framed as capturing the very essence of what it means to be Irish, thereby ‘(re)creating, (re)inventing and (re)inforcing’ certain stereotypes of Irishness.\textsuperscript{181}

‘Irish’ Folklore and Traditional Ways of Life

Ireland has a rich tradition of folklore dating back to the pre-Christian era, where tales, balladry, music and dance were exchanged and passed from generation to generation. Even following the arrival of Christianity in the fifth century, folklore beliefs remained and combined with religious beliefs, creating a ‘singular brand of fairy tale tradition’.\textsuperscript{182} Unlike many other European countries, folklore beliefs remained strong in Ireland because of its largely rural society, meaning that traditional ways of life changed much more slowly. They were also promoted by the late nineteenth-century Gaelic Revival, which sought to carve out a unique Irish identity to counter the spread of Anglo culture across the island.\textsuperscript{183} To outsiders, this traditional Irish way of life was seen as quaint and exotic, as a societal ideal now lost, and was, therefore, frequently portrayed on picture postcards that were sold to middle-class tourists.\textsuperscript{184} Images often showed familiar folklore figures or rural scenes of Travellers in horse-drawn wagons. In doing so, the Irish were
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turned into a ‘spectacle of the other’.\textsuperscript{185} These ordinary/extraordinary, us/them paradigms were also promoted through the popular press, thereby offering a crude, reductionist meaning of Irishness. These ideas carried over into the twentieth-century music press, where Irish people were referenced by latching onto images of folklore and traditional ways of life.

In the case of Rory Gallagher, the leprechaun was particularly used for this purpose. In Irish folklore, the leprechaun was a small, mischievous sprite who possessed a hidden crock of gold. However, in the nineteenth century, the leprechaun was introduced as a derogatory symbol of Irishness that spread through the popular press, its red hair, beard and green clothing bearing little resemblance to traditional images of leprechauns who were shoemakers with red coats and breeches.\textsuperscript{186} As St Patrick’s Day became internationalised, the image of the leprechaun gradually grew to become a symbol of Ireland. When introducing Gallagher’s band Taste to the world, \textit{Melody Maker}\textsuperscript{187} describes them as ‘three young musicians from the land of leprechauns’, while \textit{CREEM}\textsuperscript{188} equally calls them a group from the ‘land of shamrocks and four-leaf clovers’. In other cases, Gallagher’s own style of music is defined as a ‘leprechaun boogie’,\textsuperscript{189} which pokes fun at his unique fusion of Irish folk and blues, thereby belittling his broader contribution to the world of music. In this way, the ‘folklore’ stereotype links to the ‘dumb Paddy’ stereotype, thereby working as part of a discursive chain that confines Gallagher to an interpretive circle.\textsuperscript{190} Given his nationality, gender, bushy sideburns and boyish smile, Gallagher himself is also often referred to as a leprechaun. Paul Fenton\textsuperscript{191} describes him as having a ‘strange little leprechaun smile’, therefore hinting that he is mischievous and cunning, while Julie-Ann Ryan\textsuperscript{192} refers to him as a ‘bionic blues leprechaun’, taking a jibe at both Gallagher’s nationality and age (even though he was only 33 years old at the time). This metonymic process creates a ‘fluid chain of unbroken meaning,’ turning the leprechaun figure into a stand-in for Gallagher and, therefore, grounding ‘a given idea in a particular physical attribute’.\textsuperscript{193} Reporting at a 1977 concert, Brian Harrigan notes that Gallagher had sound issues, but they were quickly resolved and he went on to give an excellent performance. ‘It could only happen to an Irishman’,\textsuperscript{194} Harrigan jokingly concludes.
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tapping into the ‘luck of the Irish’ stereotype, which promotes the belief that the Irish are inherently lucky, often due to their trickery and craftiness.

Some media even went so far as to produce images of Gallagher as a leprechaun. The image in Figure 1 was first used on a trading card given away with the Polydor Records 1972 compilation *The Guitar Album* and was reproduced later in several music press articles about Gallagher. A realistic illustration of Gallagher’s face is superimposed onto the body of a leprechaun, who is dressed in the classic green and white colours symbolic of Ireland and doing a jig. Gallagher is depicted in a pastoral setting associated with rural life and stands behind a large wooden music note, which emphasises the idea that the Irish are inherently musical – something which Mangaoang et al.\(^\text{195}\) believe has, in fact, hindered the recognition and status of popular Irish music. Next to the note is a bottle of beer, drawing upon the stereotype of the Irish as being fond of drink, while Gallagher’s facial expression and oversized head serve to ridicule and fit him into the ‘dumb Paddy’ narrative. Viewed together, these different elements call to mind caricatures found in *Punch* magazine and show that these offensive images of Irish people were still circulating in British society in the 1970s. While Appel\(^\text{196}\) considers such images to be ‘mildly condescending but basically friendly’, Whipple\(^\text{197}\) stresses that these types of satirisation are not harmless and, in fact, normalise subtleties of ethnic stereotyping, which perpetuates the idea that the Irish are an inferior group to be lampooned. In this example, a relationship of ‘contiguity’ is apparent, this time the leprechaun serving as both a metonym and metaphor for Gallagher. In its association by displacement (metonym) and substitution by likeness (metaphor), its creator is, thus, able to exercise a certain phantasmatic control over constructions of Irishness.\(^\text{198}\)

Figure 1 - Rory Gallagher as a Leprechaun, *The Guitar Album* (1972)
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While the leprechaun is the predominant figure in articles about Gallagher, some also refer to him as a ‘banshee’ (e.g. ‘the flannel banshee breaks out’\textsuperscript{199}) in a nod to the mythical Irish spirit whose wails herald the death of a family member. Others instead call him ‘Brendan the Navigator’\textsuperscript{200} drawing parallels between the Irish saint’s voyages around the world to find the Isle of the Blessed and Gallagher’s constant touring. Others still make reference to the Traveller tradition in Ireland, comparing Gallagher’s own life to that of the peripatetic life of a Gypsy. In these references, ‘living like a Gypsy’ is framed as something inherently Irish, implying that Gypsies are a homogenous group despite a multitude of different ethnocultural groups falling under this umbrella term. Gallagher is described, for example, as the ‘rockin’ Irish rover’,\textsuperscript{201} the ‘gypsy rover’,\textsuperscript{202} the ‘Eire wanderer’\textsuperscript{203} and the ‘Gaelic troubadour.’\textsuperscript{204} Of these words, ‘rover’ appears the most frequently, perhaps unsurprisingly given its particular cultural association with Ireland and its place in many Irish folk songs about traditional Gypsy life.

In all cases, journalists emphasise the beauty of roaming from town to town, having no attachments and even being an outcast, framing this as unique to the Irish spirit. This romanticisation of the ‘Gypsy lifestyle’ builds upon a centuries-old practice, which Lee and Matthews\textsuperscript{205} believe shades over the truth about the challenges that many members faced. In some ways, this is exactly what the music press does in reference to Gallagher. Although Gallagher himself often described his way of living as the ‘Gypsy lifestyle’, it was ultimately the incessant touring and pressures of life on the road that had a detrimental effect on his health and led to his premature death at the age of forty-seven. Nonetheless, even posthumous articles still try to romanticise his restlessness as an inherent part of being Irish.\textsuperscript{206} Again, such framings adhere to the ‘Paddy Sad/Paddy Mad’ dichotomy, implying that, as a ‘tragic’ Irishman, Gallagher was destined for misfortune, while his rejection of conventional ways of living showed a willingness to escape from reality and embrace ‘oblivion’.\textsuperscript{207} Although this image is at odds with
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the ‘luck’ of the leprechaun, as is often the case with stereotypes, both freely co-exist, their imaginary mechanisms making both states somehow believable.208

The comparisons in the music press between Gallagher and Gypsies extend beyond touring and also tap into his own personal beliefs. Gallagher was an extremely superstitious person who followed horoscopes, had a fear of certain numbers and avoided going out on Friday 13th.209 Later in life, as his mental health worsened, these superstitions developed into obsessive compulsive disorder.210 However, articles continuously portray these superstitions/OCD behaviours as ‘charming’211 quirks unique to his Irish nationality. This once again sets the ‘Paddy Sad/Paddy Mad’ dichotomy in motion, despite the fact that Gallagher was clearly struggling and even stated candidly that things were becoming ‘very unhealthy mentally’ for him.212 Even today in YouTube comments, Gallagher’s superstitions are still often framed as innate features of being Irish, which simplifies the complexity of his problems.213

Beyond the Stereotypes: Concluding Discussion
Following the outbreak of The Troubles in the late 1960s, popular culture became rife with disparaging references to Irish people, particularly in Great Britain. Building on a long history of stereotyping the Irish, commentaries were frequently made across media about the Irish’s perceived lack of intelligence, penchant for violence and alcohol, ‘funny’ accent and religious and superstitious beliefs214 – cruel prejudices hidden under the guise of humour that capitalised upon growing anti-Irish sentiment. The music press was no exception, frequently overstating Irish musicians’ nationality or deriding them through ‘harmless’ quips that drew on well-established stereotypes. These stereotypes then transformed into shortcuts to describe the musicians, as can be seen through the case study of Rory Gallagher – one of the most prominent Irish musicians of the period.

According to the music press, Gallagher could be everything from a simple country boy or a lucky leprechaun to a gypsy rover or a ‘dumb Paddy’. He could be associated with the IRA or Guinness, have both superstitious and Catholic beliefs, hold the gift of the gab but at the same time be incomprehensible or even devious. The fact that he was Irish and a guitar virtuoso could also be baffling for some, particularly at a time when to be Irish was supposed to mean being second-best. At the heart of many of these stereotypes lay the ‘Paddy Mad/Paddy Sad’ dichotomy, which is deeply rooted in Irish cultural history from as early as the medieval period.215
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For Gallagher, it was a case of ‘damned if I do, damned if I don’t’: when he lived up to expected stereotypes (e.g. by attending mass regularly yet following astrology), he was seen patronisingly as being a ‘good Irish lad’ and when he did not live up to expected stereotypes (e.g. by not drinking or partying excessively), he brought disappointment to journalists who met him. These findings are in line with previous postcolonial research on chains of stereotypes and how mutually incompatible assertions can coincide. According to both Bhabha and Hook,216 these discursive structures serve as a way to deal with a ‘threatening’ reality, acquiring a protective function that enables the management of co-present and yet opposed beliefs. In doing so, it ‘keep[s] anxiety at bay and protect[s] a narcissistic orientation to pleasure or subjectivity’.217

While this ‘disparagement humour’218 may have been passed off as ‘banter’, it was part of a broader anti-Irish rhetoric circulating throughout the 1970s and 1980s in particular. Not only did it take away from Gallagher’s music – in much the same way as the media’s constant focus on his check shirts did219 – but it also led to misconceptions around his intelligence, political allegiance and the circumstances of his illness and death, even sprouting nonsensical claims, such as him being a pallbearer at Bobby Sands’ funeral.220 Such throwaway remarks by journalists about being Irish also ignored the deeply emotional impact of the Northern Irish conflict on Gallagher, who had spent his early childhood in Derry, lived in Belfast for several years and had known people wrongfully interred, as well as encountered direct discrimination living in London and while on tour in Australia. Faced with such remarks in interviews, Gallagher often resorted to humour to mitigate the situation, adopting the role of ‘mimic man’221 and, in doing so, exposing the weakness of the stereotype. Occasionally, Irish music journalists also drew upon humour in a bid to defend Gallagher, most notably by parodying typical British newspaper articles reporting on The Troubles, again seeking to call out the fragility of clichéd depictions of Irishness.

It is only since the beginning of the Celtic Tiger period (mid-1990s) and the Good Friday Agreement (1998) that attitudes towards the Irish have slowly started to shift. As Ireland became transnationalised, being Irish was turned into an idealised ethnicity. Irishness, thus, gained a sense of cultural romance and was adopted by outsiders as an unthreatening and familiar identity, becoming a ‘performative and mobile’ notion.222 While overt acts of discrimination have decreased, Irishness remains the basis for ‘jokes’ and ‘banter’ and has been found to ‘delegitimise the professionalism’ of Irish people when it emerges in work settings.223 Equally, although on a lesser scale, the music press today still draws attention to the nationality of Irish musicians in
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articles and makes particular references to alcohol and accent,\(^{224}\) demonstrating that there is still a long way to go in countering disparagement humour, preventing the normalisation of stereotypes towards historically marginalised groups and breaking free from the shackles of colonialist discourse.

To go back to Rory Gallagher, there were rare occasions when journalists saw beyond his nationality. Writing in *Guitarist* in April 1990, Romain Decoret stated:

> Behind the pub/Guinness/Ireland cliches, the main value of Rory Gallagher is having crossed the boring seventies and the electronic eighties without ever changing his music. His personal style is a natural synthesis of blues, hard rock and folk, which owes absolutely nothing to commercialism. We call this integrity, and you can’t buy that sort of thing in a supermarket.\(^ {225}\)

In other words, the impact and importance of Gallagher’s music has been historically downplayed as a result of lingering colonialist attitudes that overemphasise his Irish identity and related stereotypes of Irishness. It is only today that people are starting to pay attention to the man behind these stereotypes and recognise Gallagher as an accomplished multi-instrumentalist who sold over thirty million albums worldwide, performed over two thousand concerts across the globe, actively shunned the trappings of the decadent rockstar and maintained an authentic, no sell-out image throughout his career.

If Gallagher must be defined by his Irishness, then it should not be on the grounds of whether he drank Guinness or had a ‘funny’ accent, but rather based on the fact that he was Ireland’s first international rockstar, paving the way for the many Irish musicians who followed, and a man who brought unionists and nationalists together by being one of the few artists who continued to play Belfast during The Troubles. As Lynch\(^ {226}\) asserted in Gallagher’s obituary for the *Sunday Tribune*, it is ‘impossible to overstate [his] importance’ and the scale of his achievements to Ireland. He was ‘a comet in a land of glow-worms’ and the Irish ‘loved [him] like a brother’ for his ‘incredible talent’ and ‘uncompromising integrity’, but even more so for being a ‘transparently decent human being’. Peeling back the stereotypes, this is Gallagher’s real legacy.
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